INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING

In troubleshooting a color receiver, it is best to determine if the trouble is present only on a color program, or if it is present on both color and black and white. For example, if there is lack of height, then this will be present regardless of the program present. However, if blue is missing on a color program, and yet the raster is normal for a black and white show, then this trouble would be pertaining to color only. The following index is in two parts, the first being devoted to color troubles, and the second to troubles common to all programs.

INDEX TO CHARTS 1-20 COLOR SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHART NO.</th>
<th>SYMPTOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No color on color program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No red present on color program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No blue present on color program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No green present on color program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60cps hum bar present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Color missing on one channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Weak colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Loss of color sync</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Color present in black and white pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Too much red in color program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Although the above symptoms occur for color, charts numbers 9, 15, 16, will also show on a black and white program, however, because they are normally present only in color receivers, the author has included them in the above index.

INDEX TO CHARTS 21-40 BLACK AND WHITE SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHART NO.</th>
<th>SYMPTOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Snowy pix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Weak pix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>No pix or sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>No pix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Loss of sync</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>No vertical sweep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Not enough height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Vertical off frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>No vertical sync</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Poor vertical linearity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second index, it may at first appear that the troubles are similar to those found only in a black and white receiver. However, due to the circuitry of a color receiver, even the normal pat tern of a black and white receiver is changed somewhat. This is why special attention is given to these troubles.
THE PRACTICAL APPROACH TO COLOR TELEVISION THEORY

INTRODUCTION

The color receiver is more complex to troubleshoot than black and white, because of the additional circuits that are used. However, the principles that are used for black and white troubleshooting can also be applied to color. Once again the picture tube can be used to isolate the cause of trouble to a particular section. This is possible because if the trouble is in the color program only, then our attention is focused on that part of the receiver. Whereas, if color and black and white are affected, then we would check the circuits that are common to both. For all of their complexity, color receivers have stood up well, and many of the repairs do not go beyond tube replacement. However, as time goes by, the receiver is more susceptible to breakdown, and it was found that repairs go beyond the simple tube replacement. It is the purpose of the Color Tele-Vue Troubleshooter, to explain the steps that must be taken if it is necessary to go into the circuitry of the color receiver. You will find that even the black and white section of the color receiver is different than that found in the normal television set. For example, take the signal that goes to the CRT. In the simple black and white receiver the signal is amplified by the video amplifiers, and passed to the picture tube grid or cathode. In a color receiver, the black and white picture is formed by signals that go to THREE grids of the picture tube. This means that the picture consists of three parts all working together to form the black and white picture. It is for these reasons that the Color Tele-Vue Troubleshooter is broken down into two parts. Part 1 deals with the troubles that would affect only the color program such as, no color, poor color, wrong color, etc. Part 2 deals with the troubles that will affect both the color AND the black and white picture.

REVIEW OF COLOR TELEVISION

Color television began to make its appearance in the United States around the early 1950's. The system that was used at that time required a rotating disc, consisting of three colors, to be placed in front of the screen of a regular black and white receiver that had had its vertical and horizontal sweep circuits changed slightly to coincide with the synchronization of the rotating disc. As the picture was viewed through the rotating disc, color in the picture would occur. This early system had its drawbacks in the mechanical workings of the disc, and in the fact that it was not a compatible system. This meant that every person desiring the color effect, would have to take his set to the shop and have it changed over so that with the flip of a switch, it could be synchronized with the rotating disc. Toward the mid fifties, another system was introduced that did not require any mechanical devices, and was completely compatible, that is, a color program could be received on any set but would only appear as color to those who had a color receiver. This is the system we have today, and, I am sure you will agree it produces a wonderful color picture. The first problem to overcome, was to be able to fit the color information into the black and white receiver, so that it could be transmitted along with the black and white. This problem was solved by producing a color subcarrier at approximately 3.58 mc above the station carrier for black and white, and clustering all of the color information around the subcarrier. See Fig. 1. Due to its frequency of 3.58 mc, all information that modulated it would just happen to fall into the empty spaces that exist around the black and white information. It was found that three colors were enough to represent almost all of the colors in the color spectrum, those chosen were green, red and blue.

FIG. 2

one representing a certain color in the scene. The light that passed through each of the filters is now focused into the camera for that particular color. This means that three cameras are required. The output from the red and blue cameras are the signals that modulate the color subcarrier, but the green camera output is combined with the red and blue to provide a picture that contains all of the information in the scene, and is the signal that makes it possible for a black and white receiver to produce a black and white picture on a color show. In a color receiver, in order to obtain the green for the green part of the picture, the red and blue signals that are transmitted separately, are now combined with the total signal in such a way that they cancel the red and blue in the total picture, and leave green. Therefore, the green is obtained in the receiver, and no special modulation of the green on the color subcarrier is required. One additional feature of the transmitter for color, is that the color subcarrier at 3.58 tends to introduce too much interference in the signal, and is suppressed at the transmitter. Since the color subcarrier is not transmitted, it now becomes necessary to provide a 3.58 mc signal in the color receiver. In order to synchronize the 3.58 mc signal in the color receiver, with the 3.58 mc signal that is suppressed at the transmitter, a special synchronizing burst of the original subcarrier is allowed to be sent along with all of the information. Fig. 3. This small burst of the signal rides on top of the horizontal blanking pulse, just after the horizontal sync pulse. It is this, and this alone, that synchronizes the color receiver with the color transmitter.

FIG. 1

THE COLOR TRANSMITTER

At the studio, see Fig. 2, reflected light from the scene is passed through red, green and blue filters. Only the red in the scene can pass through the red filter, only the green from the scene can pass through the green filter, and only the blue in the scene can pass through the blue filter. This breaks the picture up into three signals, each
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THE COLOR RECEIVER

The front end, video I.F.s, and detector are similar in the black and white and color receivers, the differences begin after the detector. Refer to Fig. 4. The composite video signal at the detector is amplified by a video amplifier that has many outputs, one of these outputs goes to a special unit that is called a delay line. It is the purpose of this delay line to actually delay the signal going to the MATRIX network. In the matrix the signals are combined to produce the green, or cancel out certain signals so that only blue or red or green are left, if the scene happens to be just one color.

Another output of the video amplifier goes to a circuit called the BANDPASS AMPLIFIER. This circuit allows a band of frequencies to pass that contain all of the red and blue color information. You will recall that the color information is clustered around a sub carrier that is positioned 3.58 mc away from the video carrier. Therefore, the bandpass amplifier passes those frequencies around 3.58 mc, in fact it passes from 2 mc to 4 mc. Once past the bandpass amplifier, the color signal must be demodulated, and in fact goes to a demodulator. Also being applied to the demodulator is the local oscillator signal at 3.58 mc. This signal is synchronized by the burst of 3.58 mc sent on top of the horizontal blanking pulse. This burst of 3.58 mc is separated by the action of the BURST KEYER and amplified by the BURST AMPLIFIER. Once separated, it is applied through an automatic phase control system similar to the AFC in black and white television, to the local 3.58 mc oscillator.

The combined signals at the red and blue demodulators, produce demodulation, and the output from the demodulators is a signal that represents color sections of the visual scene. It is at this time that the red and blue signals combine with the composite signal, called the Y signal, to produce the desired color signal as well as the luminance signal. This is done in the matrix. Finally, the signals are amplified in separate amplifiers, and fed to their respective guns in the CRT. Most sets employ a circuit called the COLOR KILLER. This circuit cuts off the bandpass amplifier if there is no 3.58 mc burst present on top of the horizontal blanking. Therefore, if there is no color program on the air, the burst will be missing, and the bandpass amplifier is cut off. This prevents any signal from passing into the color demodulators, and in turn allows no signal from the 3.58 mc local oscillator to pass. As a result, there can be no interference on the screen from the color circuits, if there is a black and white picture on the screen.

Because of the three guns that are used in the color CRT, there is a problem of getting all the beams to hit the screen at the correct point. This is referred to as "converging the beams." You see, the screen consists of three color phosphors, one of each gun, each color is separated from the next by a very small amount and the electron beam for the red must hit the red phosphor, and so on. Since the screen is fairly large, it has a curved surface, and the beams must follow the curve if they are to do their job correctly. Therefore, an additional boost must be given all beams, so that they will converge at the outer edges of the screen. A special circuit is used to shape the vertical and horizontal waveforms so that they can be applied to the convergence magnets located around the neck of the picture tube. This circuit is called the CONVERGENCE CIRCUIT, and it has many adjustments. One of the problems that faces the technician working on a color receiver, is the convergence adjustments that must be made. This is done during the initial set up procedure, and if done incorrectly, will cause color to be seen around the edges on a black and white program.

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE FOR THE COLOR RECEIVER

The best way to troubleshoot the color receiver, is to understand the various color sections of the receiver, then determine what troubles they can cause in the picture. Let us take a look at the color sections.

1. Luminance channel
2. Color sync and afc
3. Band pass amp and color killer
4. Demodulators and amplifiers
5. Matrix
6. Tri color CRT
7. Convergence

LUMINANCE CHANNEL

The luminance channel is that part of the color receiver that carries the composite video signal containing all information. It is sometimes referred to as the Y channel, and it begins after the video detector, and continues up to the matrix. Troubles can be isolated to the luminance channel if we cannot pick up a black and white program, and a color show does not produce the correct colors. This symptom occurs because on a black and white show, the color sections of the receiver are cut off by the color killer, therefore, only the luminance section is supposed to operate. However, on a color show, the luminance and color sections operate, and if the luminance circuit is not functioning, then the colors will be incorrect. An
oscilloscope can be used in much the same manner as in a black and white receiver for troubleshooting the the Luminance channel.

COLOR SYNC AND A.F.C.

This section of the color receiver, synchronizes and produces the 3.58 mc signal that is used for the demodulation of the color information that passes the bandpass amplifier. If the 3.58 mc signal is not present, then there will be no color present on a color program. Black and white reception will be normal. With the complete loss of color, our attention is drawn to this circuit that must operate in order for the color to be present.

If the color is present, but is changing hue, and sometimes color bars drift across the screen, then the color sync circuit is at fault. This circuit is very similar to the afc networks found in the conventional black and white receivers, in fact troubleshooting procedures are the same.

BANDPASS AMPLIFIER AND COLOR KILLER

The bandpass amplifier must pass the band of frequencies that contain all of the color information. This covers a band from about 2 mc to 4 mc. If loss of color is noted on a color program, and the 3.58 mc oscillator has been checked, and found to be working, then an oscilloscope can be used to check the input and output of the bandpass amplifier. If there is no output, then either the amplifier circuit itself is defective, or the color killer is keeping the bandpass amplifier cut off. This can be easily checked by measuring the bias of the tube, if it is sufficient to cut off the amplifier, then the color killer circuit should be checked. The color killer circuit is itself controlled by the afc circuit that works on the 3.58 mc burst sent from the transmitter. If the burst is present, then the output of the afc controls the bias on the color killer and prevents it in turn from cutting off the bandpass amp. If there is no 3.58 mc burst, then color killer conducts and cuts off the bandpass amp.

DEMODULATORS AND AMPLIFIERS

With the signal from the bandpass amplifier, and the local 3.58 mc signal being applied to the demodulators, demodulation occurs and the output is a color signal, one representing the red, and the other representing the blue. These outputs are amplified to obtain the correct amounts of gain, and are now ready to go to the matrix. If one or the other demodulator is not working, then there will be an absence of color signal for that particular demodulator. This will produce color on a color program, but the color will be incorrect, and a definite absence of the red or blue will be noted. Black and white operation will be normal, but colors will not be right. Once again the scope can be used to check for the output signals from each of the demodulators. If the demodulators are working, then the scope can follow the signal through the amplifiers until the loss of signal is noted.

MATRIX

All of the signals are combined in the matrix network and the resultant color signals are produced. Here is where green is obtained, and for that matter, any combination of red, green, and blue. Actually, the matrix consists of a number of resistors that have a common load resistor. Each signal is channeled into one of the resistors, and the resultant signal is present across the common resistor. Once this signal is obtained, it is passed to an amplifier that is sometimes called an "adder", and finally to the color gun of the CRT. All color receivers use a DC restorer, this will be found in each grid circuit of the CRT. Troubles in the matrix will show up on both a color show, and a black and white. For example, if one of the matrix networks is not working correctly, then the black and white program will have some color present. However, the raster, if observed on an off channel, will be normal black and white unless the DC restorers are upsetting the bias on the CRT. On a color show, the color will be incorrect. This may be best noted if the normal flesh tone of the people is not obtainable.

TRI COLOR CRT

The picture tube for a color receiver, consists of a three gun structure that provides three electron beams. Each beam is supposed to hit its respective color phosphor on the screen. The screen itself contains hundreds of thousands of phosphor dots for each of the colors, namely red, green, and blue. When all of the red dots are hit, and the others are not, then the screen will be all red, the same goes for the blue and the green. If all of the color dots are struck with their correct beams, the screen appears as white. This is an optical illusion, because if you were to take a magnifying glass and watch any part of the screen, you would notice that there is no white, only red, green, and blue. Troubles in the CRT will affect the raster whether it is on or off a channel. If, for example, the green gun is not working, then there will be no green in a color program, which will be quite obvious, as on a black and white program you will be seeing a magenta or reddish blue picture. Even off channel the raster will be magenta. Adjustment of the green gun of the CRT will not change the tint in the raster, and this will indicate that some trouble exists in the CRT.
Adjust fine tuning control. This setting is very critical.

Replace the 3.58 mc osc tube, and any tubes that are associated with 3.58 mc osc.

Replace the band-pass amplifier and color killer.

Disable color killer circuit. If separate tube is used, remove it.

If color signal now on screen, check color killer circuit voltages.

If no color when killer disabled, check video with scope at bandpass amp.

If no video at plate of bandpass amp, check voltages and resistance of circuit.

With a black and white signal on a color channel it would appear as though the color killer is preventing the color circuits from sending the signal to the CRT, or that the demodulators are not producing the output that would cause the color system to work. With this trouble, all of the demodulators are out of operation. Another possibility is that the bandpass amplifier is not working, which would prevent any color from getting to the CRT.

If video is present at output of bandpass amp, then trouble is in 3.58 mc osc.

Use scope to see if 3.58 mc osc is working. If not, check voltages.

If osc okay, follow 3.58 mc signal with scope.

Be sure to use a color scope in order to see 3.58 mc signal.

Trouble must be between 3.58 mc osc and demod's.

Some color sets require color burst to start 3.58 mc osc.

In this case be sure burst amp is passing burst to 3.58 mc osc.

IF COLOR IS MISSING ON ALL CHANNELS THAT ARE PRODUCING A COLOR PROGRAM, THEN TROUBLE IN THE COLOR SECTION SHOULD BE SUSPECTED. IF COLOR IS MISSING ON ONLY ONE CHANNEL THOUGH, THEN CHECK COLOR CHART NO. 6. THIS TROUBLE IS CAUSED BY EITHER THE COLOR KILLER CIRCUIT OR SOME DEFECT IN THE DEMODULATOR SYSTEM, OR THE BAND-PASS AMPLIFIER.

Replace the band-pass amplifier and color killer.

Disable color killer circuit. If separate tube is used, remove it.

If color signal now on screen, check color killer circuit voltages.

If no color when killer disabled, check video with scope at bandpass amp.

If no video at plate of bandpass amp, check voltages and resistance of circuit.

WITH A BLACK AND WHITE SIGNAL ON A COLOR CHANNEL IT WOULD APPEAR AS THOUGH THE COLOR KILLER IS PREVENTING THE COLOR CIRCUITS FROM SENDING THE SIGNAL TO THE CRT, OR THAT THE DEMODULATORS ARE NOT PRODUCING THE OUTPUT THAT WOULD CAUSE THE COLOR SYSTEM TO WORK. WITH THIS TROUBLE, ALL OF THE DEMODULATORS ARE OUT OF OPERATION. ANOTHER POSSIBILITY IS THAT THE BANDPASS AMPLIFIER IS NOT WORKING, WHICH WOULD PREVENT ANY COLOR FROM GETTING TO THE CRT.

NO COLOR

SYMPTOM

3.58 MC OSC

3.58 MC AMP

BANDPASS AMP

BURST AMP

COLOR KILLER

PHASE DET

3.58 MC OSC

3.58 MC AMP
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First determine if red gun is bad.

2. Adjust green and blue screen controls off until red left.

3. If screen is red then red gun okay.

4. If screen is black then red gun is bad.

5. Check the filament for an open. If open, try soldering filament pins.

6. Check cathode, grid, and screen for an open or short.

7. If all voltages are normal, and filaments light, replace CRT.

8. If red gun ok then red signal not getting to CRT.

9. If an I and Q set, check red adder and red output tubes.

10. If R-Y, B-Y set, check R-Y demodulator and amplifier tubes.

11. Use scope to follow red signal from demodulators.

12. Move scope from grid to plate of each tube in red circuit.

13. At point where signal is lost take E and R checks.

14. Trouble must be in red signal circuit.

**NO RED IN PICTURE**

**SYMPTOM**

**TROUBLE**

**TELEVUE**

**CIRCUIT DIAGRAM**

**SHOOTER**

**DIGEST (A)**

**DIGEST (B)**

Loss of red in the color picture can be caused by a number of troubles. One of these could be a failure in the operation of the red gun in the CRT. If this is the trouble, then it will be impossible to obtain a black and white raster. Another cause of this trouble is trouble in the circuits that feed the red signal to the red gun of the CRT.

The combination of red, blue, and green signals form the black and white portion of the picture. If any one of these signals is missing, correct color rendition will not be obtained. If the color gun is defective then not only will the color be affected, but the black and white signal also. If the color signal only is missing, then black and white operation will be unaffected.
First determine if the blue gun is operating.

Adjust the red and green screen controls until only blue left.

If screen is all blue then blue gun OK.

If screen is black then blue gun is inoperative.

Check the filaments for an open. If open try soaking filament pins.

Check cathode, grid, and screen, for an open or a short.

If all voltages are normal, and filaments light, replace CRT.

Loss of blue in the color signal can be caused by troubles similar to that found in loss of red or green color. That is a defect in the blue gun of the CRT or possibly some trouble in the blue signal circuit. Once again a black and white raster will not be possible if the trouble is in the blue gun.

If blue gun is ok, then blue signal not getting to CRT.

In an I and Q set, check blue adder and amp tubes.

If R-Y, B-Y set, check demodulator and amp tubes.

Use scope to follow signal through blue circuits.

Start at the demodulators and move from grid to plate.

At point where loss of signal is found take E and R checks.

Trouble must be in the blue signal circuit if CRT is okay.
Loss of green in the picture can be caused by troubles in the green gun of the CRT or by a trouble in the green signal circuits. Similar troubles can occur for the red and blue systems too. If the green gun of the CRT is not operating properly, a black and white raster will not be possible. If a normal raster is obtained, then the trouble must be in the green signal circuits.
With this symptom on the screen it is a bad tube.

Locate the section with the bad tube as follows.

If bars are black, or gray and white on raster, check video amp.

If bars come only with pix, check I.F.R.F. or det tubes.

If bars are colored on B & W picture, check demods and color amps.

The above will appear as color even on raster only.

If bars appear only on a color show, check bandpass amp.

With a 60 cycle hum in the color circuits of a color TV set many different color patterns can be reproduced. It all depends upon which circuit the trouble is occurring in. However the symptom is usually very much the same even if the colors are different.

A heater to cathode short or leak in any of the tubes of color circuits will produce a 60 cycle hum bar that will appear on the screen. The reason for this is that the 60 cycle leakage to the cathode produces a varying voltage at the cathode which will mix with the signal that the tube is passing.

After determining bad section replace tubes.

If in doubt about bad section do as follows.

Replace all I.F., R.F. det, video, and color tubes.

Trouble might also be the CRT.

If you suspect CRT check from filaments to cathode for leakage.
1. Check other channels to be sure that reception is ok.

2. If only one channel has no color when it should check below.

3. Check lead in wire to set. May be broken.

4. Check orientation of antenna. This is critical.

5. Do this by moving antenna slowly and check channels.

6. If antenna doesn't help, check local oscillator.

7. Replace oscillator tube.

8. Adjust local oscillator screw of bad channel.

9. If standard coil tuner, replace channel strip.

10. On additive type tuner, align front end.

11. Use manufacturers notes on front end alignment.

12. If all of the above fails to help, replace antenna.

13. 

14. 

---

**Digest (A)**

IF A COLOR RECEIVER IS PRODUCING A COLOR PROGRAM ON ALL COLOR CHANNELS EXCEPT ONE, IT INDICATES THAT THE ENTIRE COLOR SECTION IS IN WORKING CONDITION BUT THAT THE COLOR FOR THE PARTICULAR CHANNEL IN QUESTION IS NOT GETTING TO THE COLOR SECTION OF THE COLOR RECEIVER.

**Digest (B)**

THIS CONDITION MUST BE DUE TO SOME TROUBLE IN THE FRONT END OR IN THE ANTENNA ITSELF. THE CORRECT LOCATION OF THE ANTENNA IS VERY IMPORTANT IN COLOR RECEIVERS AND SHOULD BE CHECKED IF THIS TROUBLE OCCURS. MOST LIKELY HOWEVER THE FRONT END OF THE COLOR SET IS OUT OF ALIGNMENT RESULTING IN THE 3.58mc SIGNAL NOT PASSING TO THE I.F.s.

**Symptom**

**Trouble**

---

NO COLOR ON ONE CHANNEL

---
Replace the following tubes.

RF, IF, Video amp., Bandpass amp., Demodulators, Demod Amps.

Connect signal generator or color bar generator to grid of 1st video amp.

Observe output of video amp. on scope. Should be larger than input.

If stage not amplifying, take E and R measurements.

If Video amp. normal, check bandpass amp. output on scope.

If output poor, check E and R of this stage. Check bias from color killer.

Weak Colors on all channels that are producing a color signal. The trouble may be in the color channel of the receiver or low amplification in the RF or IF amplifiers. A weak black and white picture along with this trouble would indicate poor amplification common to both color and black and white.

Note: If signal gen. is used, in check 3, a signal around 3.5 Mc should be used.

If bands pass amp. okay, check operation of demodulators.

With normal operation of demods, check demod amplifiers.

If all the above checks show an increase through each stage.

Use manufacturers note for alignment check.

If alignment okay, try antenna adjustment.

If the color sub-carrier signal is not amplified much by the RF and IF amplifiers, then the color section of the receiver will not produce the correct amplitude signal for strong color rendition. Another possible cause is the poor operation of the first video amplifier, bandpass amplifier, color demodulators or demod amplifiers.
1. Recheck the following tubes.


3. Adjust the 3.58 mc frequency control.

4. If pix locks in for a moment, trouble in AFC system.

5. If pix will not lock in, trouble in 3.58 mc osc.

6. If AFC defective, check for color burst input from burst amp.

7. If no output from color burst, check burst gate and amplifier.

8. If burst is present, check AFC circuit and reactance circuit.

9. Output of AFC should vary as 3.58 mc osc control is adjusted.

10. If trouble in 3.58 mc osc, check voltage applied to tube.

11. Take resistance checks of 3.58 mc osc.

12. If all appear normal, replace capacitors in osc circuit.

13. If none of the above help, replace osc transformer or 3.58 mc crystal.
If poor convergence is noted, follow the procedure below.

2. Connect a dot generator to the color receiver.

3. Obtain a uniform pattern of dots on screen.

4. Adjust the static convergence controls.

5. These controls adjust the center dots.

6. Make adjustments until center dots appear as single dots.

7. Locate the dynamic vertical adjustment controls.

8. IN ORDER FOR THE CONVERGENCE TO BE CORRECT, IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE ALL OF THE THREE BEAMS OF THE CRT MEET AT THE SAME POINT ALL OVER THE FACE OF THE CRT. IN ORDER TO CONVERGE THESE THREE BEAMS IT IS NECESSARY TO USE A DOT GENERATOR OR A CROSS HATCH GENERATOR. IN ALL CASES OF CONVERGENCE IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS BE FOLLOWED.

9. Adjust these controls until the vertical dots at top and bottom are one.

10. Locate the horizontal dynamic controls.

11. Adjust these until dots on either side are one.

12. The dynamic controls affect the static convergence.

13. Recheck and adjust static controls if necessary.

14. Be sure that purity adjustments are okay before converging.

If convergence notes are available for set, use them.
1. Switch to an out channel and observe raster.

2. If raster has red tint, adjust red screen for B & W raster.

3. If black and white raster unobtainable, check guns of CRT.

4. If raster had red tint but now is B & W, set will operate normally.

5. If raster was normal, trouble must be in red signal circuit.

6. Replace all tubes in red signal circuit.

7. In I and Q sets replace red adder and output and red DC restorer.

8. In R-Y, B-Y sets replace demods and amplifiers.

9. If tubes okay, take voltage checks of red stages.

10. Check for possible decrease in plate load resistors.

11. Follow signal through red color stages with scope.

12. Look for excessive gain in any of the red stages.

13. The red color stage does not have a red gain control.

14. The red color stage does not have a red gain control.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Switch to an off channel and observe raster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If raster is bluish, adjust blue gun of CRT for B &amp; W Raster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>If B &amp; W raster is unobtainable, check guns of CRT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If a B &amp; W raster is obtained now after adjusting, check picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>If color now normal, set ok.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>If B &amp; W raster was normal, trouble must be in blue circuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Replace all tubes in blue signal circuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>When all three beams of the CRT are adjusted correctly, they strike their respective phosphor dots with just the right intensity to produce a black and white raster. If the blue gun circuit is mis-adjusted, the blue phosphor will glow brighter than the red or green and an incorrect hue will be present. If the blue signal is too strong, the same condition will result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>In I and Q sets, replace adder, output, and restorer tubes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>In R-Y, B-Y sets, replace demodulators and amps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Adjust the blue gain control for normal blue on color show.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>If gain control has little or no effect, take voltage checks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Check for a decrease in plate load resistors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Use scope to follow blue signal to CRT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Look for too much gain in blue signal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram**

[Diagram of CRT circuit and Troubleshooting flowchart]

**Symptom:** Too much blue

**Trouble Shooter Circuit Diagram:**

[Diagram showing blue signal flow and troubleshooting points]
Switch to an off channel and observe raster.

Raster should be B&W. If it has a green tint, adjust green gun.

If adjustments bring raster to B&W, then set is now ok.

If raster cannot be adjusted to B&W, check all guns of CRT.

If raster was a normal B&W, then trouble in green circuit.

Replace all tubes in green signal circuit.

In I and Y sets, check adder, output, and restorer tubes.

This trouble is the same as too much blue. The cause must be either in the green gun of the CRT, or in the green signal path. In order to check to see if the trouble is in the green gun of the CRT, it is only necessary to check the raster on an off channel. If the raster appears as a normal black and white one, then it must be the green signal circuit that is at fault.

If raster cannot be adjusted to B&W, check all guns of CRT.

In I and Y sets, check adder, output, and restorer tubes.

With a normal black and white raster on the screen it means that all three color beams are striking the phosphor with the correct amount of intensity and that this trouble of too much green in the color picture is due to the green signal being too strong. This can be due to misadjustment of the green gain control, or some trouble in the green circuits.

In R-Y and B-Y sets, check demods and amps.

If tubes okay trouble in circuit. Adjust green gain.

Gain should be adjusted on a color show for normal color picture.

Check voltages in green signal circuit.

Take resistance checks in green circuits. Check plate load resistors.

Use scope to follow signal from demods to CRT.

Watch for excessive gain of signal.
When observing a color program one of the best ways to tell if the correct colors are present is to observe the flesh tones in the picture. If these are not correct then the set is not adjusted for correct color reproduction. One of the first things to do is to make the adjustments that will change the colors.


6. If hue control does not bring in correct color, check color CKT.

7. Replace all color tubes and readjust controls as above.

The setting of the fine tuning control is very important in order to receive the correct colors on the screen. Another control that has a great effect is the hue control. This adjusts the phase of the 3.58mc oscillator which determines the colors that will be reproduced by the color demodulators. Failure of any of the color circuits will also produce incorrect color rendition.

8. Check output of demods with scope.

9. If color show not on the air, use color bar gen.

10. If output of demods appears normal, follow signal to next tube.

11. If output of '358 mc osc is missing, check 3.58mc osc circuit.

12. In I and Q sets, check adders and adder amps.


14. Use color bar gen to check for correct operation of color cirks.

NTRL WHITTIER, CALIF. U.S.A.
If picture remains on screen, and only colors fade, check color tubes.

If complete pix fades check RF, IF, Det, and video amp tubes.

If detector is a crystal, replace it.

If only color fades, check output of demods with scope.

If output of demods comes and goes, check demod and 3.58mc osc circuits.

Use soldering iron held close to components to bring on defect.

If output of demods remains stable, follow signal to next tube.

This trouble can be caused by almost any section of the color receiver that must handle the color information. One of the most common troubles is a bad tube, although other parts such as capacitors are common offenders too. However, the cause can be broken down to bad tubes, or some component changing value as the set warms up.

Color fading

Symptom

Trouble

Television

Circuit Diagram

When the filaments of a vacuum tube are open, sometimes the two ends touch and only open again after they heat up. Such a condition could be taking place with this trouble. Very often too, a capacitor will change value after it has been heated for some time. Of course it is also possible that any part can become intermittent.

9

Follow signal from tube to tube on scope until output comes and goes.

10

Once isolated to defective stage, use hot iron method.

11

If complete pix fades, check output of det with scope.

12

If output changes, check RF, IF, and det stages for bad part.

13

If det output constant, follow signal through video amps.

14

When defective stage found, use hot iron method.
Some blooming is normal if contrast or brightness adj. too far.

If blooming present with slight adj. of control, replace HV regulator tube.

Check HV with HV probe, move controls as you check HV.

If HV increases as controls varied, check regulator circuit.

May have poor connection on cap lead to HV regulator.

Some sets have HV regulation adjustment. Check for this.

If HV measured low, trouble in HV circuit and not regulator.

This trouble is usually associated with the high voltage section of the receiver. In color television sets, the high voltage is regulated so as to provide a constant value of voltage to the color CRT. If the regulation is not working, then blooming, poor focus, and wrong colors will all be present when the contrast and brightness controls are adjusted.

When the contrast or brightness control are adjusted, the beam current of the CRT is varied. With high voltage regulation however, these current variations do not change the high voltage unless these controls are adjusted too far. Then even with the regulation some blooming and poor focus will result. Without the regulation even the slightest adjustment of these controls will upset the picture.

Replace all tubes in HV section. Also low voltage rectifier.

Change HV rect, damper, horizontal output, and horizontal osc.

If none of above help, check for correct peak to peak at hor. output.

If normal here, check any resistors in HV rect circuit.

Replace HV capacit. If doubler used check for doubling action.

If all appear normal replace horizontal output trans.
1. Replace the HV rectifier, HV regulator, and focus tubes.

2. Check for correct lead dress on flyback and CRT lead.

3. Lead to CRT may be making poor contact.

4. Check adjustment of HV control. Be sure it is set correctly.

5. Clean all dust and dirt from HV rectifier socket and flyback.

6. If resistors are used in lead to CRT, check them for open.

7. Check filter capacitor at HV rectifier base for defect.

8. Remove HV rectifier. If arcing continues, check flyback.

9. If arcing stops, check HV rectifier socket and lead to CRT.

10. Arcing may be occurring in yoke.

11. Switch set on in a dark room and see if you can find arc.

12. If in flyback, try HV insulating spray.

13. 

14. 

**COLOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS**

**THE HIGH VOLTAGE IS MORE APT TO ARC OVER THAN IN BLACK AND WHITE RECEIVERS.**

THIS IS DUE TO THE AMOUNT OF HIGH VOLTAGE USED IN COLOR SETS. THE LOWEST AMOUNT THAT HAS BEEN USED IN SOME OF THE EARLY 15" SETS WAS AROUND 21KV. TODAY 21" COLOR RECEIVERS ARE USING 25KV.

**HV ARCING**

**SYMPTOM**

**TROUBLE**

**CIRCUIT DIAGRAM**

**DIGEST (A)**

**DIGEST (B)**

WITH A LARGE AMOUNT OF HIGH VOLTAGE, THE ARCING CAN BE TAKING PLACE IN THE FLYBACK TRANSFORMER, OR IN THE HIGH VOLTAGE LEAD TO THE CRT. IF THE ARC IS IN THE FLYBACK IT WILL USUALLY SOUND LIKE SIZZLING BECAUSE IT IS A.C. IF THE ARC IS IN THE HIGH VOLTAGE LEAD TO THE CRT IT WILL PROBABLY SOUND LIKE A POPPING BECAUSE IT IS DC.
Check the adjustment of the killer control.

This control should remove colored snow on B & W program.

If it has no effect then replace killer tube.

Measure the voltage applied to killer control. Check for correct voltage.

Check cathode circuit of killer for an open.

Check plate circuit of killer for correct voltage.

Some killer circuits use pulse from horizontal output Xfm.

When a black and white picture is being transmitted there is no color burst on the back porch of the horizontal sync pulse. With this pulse missing, the 3.5 MHz osc will not be working and as a result the color killer circuit will cut off the bandpass amplifier. If some trouble develops in the killer circuit, then color interference will appear during a black and white show.

Measure the voltage applied to killer control. Check for correct voltage.

Check cathode circuit of killer for an open.

Check plate circuit of killer for correct voltage.

Some killer circuits use pulse from horizontal output Xfm.

In these type of circuits, check at plate with scope.

Should have a horizontal positive pulse at plate.

May have open plate resistor in killer stage.

Trouble is that killer is not conducting on a B & W program.

Negative pulse from horizontal defl. circuit.

Chrominance signal from 1st video amplifier.

Bandpass (chroma) amplifier.

Bandpass filter.

D-C control voltage.

Color killer.

G and E demodulators.

Chroma control.

Circuit diagram.
1. If colors too vivid, check adjustment of color control.

2. Set this with minimum light falling on face of CRT.

3. If adjustment fails, to remedy trouble, replace bandpass amp tube.

4. Use scope at grid and plate of bandpass amp while adjusting color control.

5. If amplitude of signal does not change, check control circuit.

6. When using scope be sure that it is a wide band type for color TV.

7. If control does vary amplitude of signal, then check bias of band pass amp.

8. Control should vary bias of bandpass amp tube.

9. May have defective capacitor in bias for grid.

10. Some sets have control just before demodulators.

11. In this is the case, check control for open.

12. With this trouble, signal going to the demodulators is too large.

13. Some sets have control just before demodulators.

14. In this is the case, check control for open.

THE COLOR CONTROL, OR CHROMA CONTROL, ADJUSTS THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COLOR SIGNAL GOING TO THE DEMODULATORS. WHEN ADJUSTING THIS CONTROL IT SHOULD BE SET FOR A PLEASING COLOR ON THE SCREEN. THIS CONTROL WILL NOT CHANGE THE COLORS, ONLY MAKE THE COLOR WEAKER OR MORE VIVID. IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO MAKE THIS ADJUSTMENT UNDER NORMAL VIEWING CONDITIONS.

THE POSITION OF THE COLOR CONTROL IN THE CIRCUIT WILL VARY SLIGHTLY FROM SET TO SET. HOWEVER THE FUNCTION OF THIS CONTROL IS THE SAME REGARDLESS. IF THIS IS SET TOO FAR THEN WE WILL HAVE TOO MUCH COLOR. IF THE SIGNAL GETTING TO THE DEMODULATORS IS TOO LARGE IT WILL ALSO CAUSE THIS SYMPTOM.

COLORS TOO VIVID SYMPTOM

TROUBLE

DIGEST (A)

DIGEST (B)
1. Tune in a channel and adjust controls for good picture.

2. Adjust purity if necessary as indicated on purity chart.

3. Connect dot or crosshatch generator to color set and obtain pattern.

4. Check convergence at center of screen, use magnifying glass if necessary.

5. Adjust static convergence controls to obtain convergence in center.

6. Adjust green and red vertical tilt and amplitude controls by observing one vertical line.

7. Converge vertical line with above controls and static controls.

8. Now adjust blue vertical tilt and amp for convergence of center section.

9. Adjust horizontal red and green tilt and amp while looking at center hor. line.

10. Adjust above until red, green, and blue are parallel.

11. Now adjust static controls to converge bars to one line.

12. These horizontal adjustments are to converge the vertical along horizontal center.

13. Final adjustment is blue tilt and amp. Set these by observing center hor. line.

14. It may be necessary to repeat some of the above for correct adj.
Demagnetize the CRT by use of a degaussing coil as follows.

Move all rim magnets out, plug in coil and bring slowly toward screen.

Start about 6 ft away. When at screen move around edges for about 1/4 min.

Use dot gen to adjust static convergence in center of CRT.

Turn down the contrast control, color or hue control and blue and green screen control.

Adjust the brightness control for clear red screen.

Loosen yoke, and center purity magnets over gap in gun structure.

When adjusting the purity of a color receiver, there are several steps that are required. The first time you attempt this, it will probably take you some time. However, with practice, this step can be made without too much time lost. Purity is about one of the first procedures that must be used when adjusting a color set to produce a good clear color picture.

In setting up a color set for purity, the black and white adjustments must be made first. This includes width, height, linearity, horizontal and vertical adj. etc. After this has been checked, and it's a good idea to do this on a test pattern, you are then ready to adjust purity. The steps that should be followed may have to be repeated until a pure pattern is obtained.

1. Demagnetize the CRT by use of a degaussing coil as follows.
2. Move all rim magnets out, plug in coil and bring slowly toward screen.
3. Start about 6 ft away. When at screen move around edges for about 1/4 min.
4. Use dot gen to adjust static convergence in center of CRT.
5. Turn down the contrast control, color or hue control and blue and green screen control.
6. Adjust the brightness control for clear red screen.
7. Loosen yoke, and center purity magnets over gap in gun structure.
8. Move yoke back as far as it will go. Center of CRT should be red.
9. If center is not red, rotate purity magnets until red is in center.
10. Move yoke forward until as much of screen as possible is red.
11. Readjust purity magnets to get screen all red.
12. Continue to adjust yoke and purity magnets for good red.
13. If edges show some in purity, adjust rim magnets at impure point.
14. Check green and blue screen for purity. If necessary, repeat above.

PURITY ADJUSTMENTS

SYMPTOM

TRouble

TeLeVUE

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

SHOOTER

NTRL WhITTIER, CalIF. U.S. A.
1. Check antenna system, and antenna lead in for open.

2. Be sure antenna is oriented to transmitter point.

3. Replace RF amplifier tube.

4. Check for correct voltage at plate and screen of RF amp.

5. If voltage at plate missing, check B plus lead to tuner.

6. If B plus going into tuner, check for open in line to RF plate.

7. Common trouble is resistor below RF amp Plate coil.

8. This resistor often opens.

9. Check tuner contacts to RF amplifier. May have open contact.

10. If tuner is very dirty it can cause this trouble.

11. Clean tuner. Use some recommended cleaner.

12. If RF amplifier has correct voltages, check antenna input coil for open.

13. 

14. 

A Snowy Picture can be caused by either the antenna circuit or the RF amplifier in the tuner. Operation of a color receiver that shows a Snowy Picture on a black and white program, will probably have no color present on a color program. If colors do show, they will not be very stable because of the low amplification of the 3.58 Mc burst signal.

The signal must be amplified by the RF amplifier in order that the noise produced by the set itself be of low amplitude compared to the signal. If the RF circuit is inoperative, the noise will be almost as large as the signal and snow will appear on the screen. In color receivers this will mean that the 3.58 Mc burst will be too low to activate the color sync circuits.
DIGEST (A)

1. Replace the tuner, IF, detector, video amp, and adder tubes.

2. Check the output of the video detector with scope.

3. If below normal, use generator to locate defective stage.

4. Connect gen to last IF grid, feed in mod signal around IF.

5. If clear black bars are seen on screen, move gen back to next IF grid.

6. Continue moving gen back one stage at a time to grid of tubes.

7. At point where black bars are weak, troubleshoot that stage.

8. This trouble must be in the signal circuits since it is the signal itself that is weak. Of great help in solving this trouble is a signal generator that can produce a signal at the IF of the set. If the sound appears to be normal, then our trouble is probably after video detector. If the sound is not present, then the trouble is probably before the video detector.

9. Take E and R measurements of defective stage.

10. If grid voltage very negative, check agc circuit.

11. If output of detector normal, follow signal through video amps.

12. If adder stage used, follow signal through adder circuit.

13. At point where signal is not being amp, take E and R checks.

14. POOR AMPLIFICATION OF THE SIGNAL IN THE TUNER, IFs, OR VIDEO AMPLIFIERS WILL PRODUCE A WEAK SIGNAL AT THE GRIDS OF THE PICTURE TUBE. HOWEVER IT SHOULD ALSO BE KEPT IN MIND THAT IN SOME COLOR RECEIVERS, THE BLACK AND WHITE SIGNAL MAY HAVE TO ALSO BE AMPLIFIED BY THE COLOR ADDERS, AND THEREFORE THEY CAN BE THE CAUSE OF A WEAK PICTURE, TOO.

DIGEST (B)

9. Take E and R measurements of defective stage.

10. If grid voltage very negative, check agc circuit.

11. If output of detector normal, follow signal through video amps.

12. If adder stage used, follow signal through adder circuit.

WEAK PICTURE

SYMPTOM

TROUBLE

TELEVUE

SHOOTER
IF THE RASTER IS PRESENT, BUT THERE IS NO PICTURE OR SOUND, THEN THE MOST LIKELY CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE IS THE FRONT END OF THE RECEIVER, OR THE IF STAGES. THE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT THE SOUND IN A COLOR RECEIVER IS TAKEN OFF JUST BEFORE THE VIDEO DETECTOR AND APPLIED TO THE SOUND CIRCUITS. SO IF THE TROUBLE IS COMMON TO BOTH PIX AND SOUND, THEN IT MUST BE BEFORE SOUND TAKE OFF POINT.

2. Connect sig gen at mod IF to grid of tube just before sound take off.

3. If stage is working, should see black bars on screen.

4. If no black bars, take voltage and resistance checks of that stage.

5. If black bars are seen, move gen back to grid of next IF.

6. If no black bars at this point, then trouble is in this stage.

7. Take voltage and resistance checks of this stage.

8. THE FRONT END AND IF STAGES OF A COLOR RECEIVER CAN BE CHECKED BY THE USE OF A SIGNAL GENERATOR. IF THE TROUBLE IS MORE THAN JUST TUBES, BY FEEDING IN A SIGNAL TO THESE STAGES, YOU CAN SEE IF THE SIGNAL IS PASSING OR NOT BY LOOKING FOR BARS ON THE SCREEN AS THE GENERATOR IS APPLIED TO EACH STAGE.

9. If black bars are present on screen, move gen back to grid of next IF.

10. Continue to move gen back from grid to grid, until mixer grid.

11. If black bars are seen when gen at mixer, check local oscillator.

12. Best method for this is to check for neg volts at osc grid.

13. If no neg volts, then osc stage defective.

14. If neg volts present at osc grid, then trouble must be in RF stage.
1. If there is no picture on the screen, but the raster appears normal, it means that all three guns of the color CRT are working normally, but that no signal is reaching the color circuits, or the Y channel. In this case, the trouble must be in the signal circuits prior to the take off for the Y channel and color circuit.

2. Check the output of the video detector with scope.

3. If signal present, follow signal to input and output of 1st vid amp.

4. If no output, take voltage and resistance checks of amp.

5. If output signal present, follow signal until break located.

6. Must be at some point from 1st video to junction of color and Y paths.

7. If no output at video detector, use signal gen as follows.

8. Since the signal must pass the 1st video amplifier before it is split to the color and Y channel, it is possible to use the oscilloscope to check for the signal at the output of the video detector. If no signal is present at this point, then the trouble is before the detector stage. If the signal is present at the detector, then the trouble must be in the 1st video amp.

9. Connect gen to grid of last IF with modulated IF input.

10. Look for black bars on CRT. If none, troubleshoot last IF.

11. If black bars present, move gen to grid of next IF.

12. If no bars here, troubleshoot that stage. If bars show, move back.

13. To check osc, measure osc grid voltage. Should be negative volts.

14. If zero or positive, then troubleshoot oscillator circuit.

DIAGRAM

DIGEST (A)

DIGEST (B)

NO PICTURE

SYMPTOM

TROUBLE
1. Adjust the vertical and horizontal hold controls.

2. If picture rolls momentarily and then drifts off sync, trouble in sync circuits.

3. Replace the sync separator, amplifier, and clipper tubes if used.

4. Check for signal at input to first sync tube.

5. If no signal at this point, check for an open coupling cap to sync tube.

6. If signal at first sync, follow with scope through sync tubes.

7. If signal lost at any point, look for an open coupling cap.

8. If no signal at plate of one of the sync tubes, take voltage checks.

9. Do not be concerned if signal is poor, this trouble is complete loss of signal.

10. Take resistance checks of stage that has loss of signal.

11. Using the scope should isolate the stage that is not passing the signal.

12. If the sync separator circuits are not working, then the signal that should sync the picture will be missing. This will cause the vertical and horizontal oscillators to be free running, and they will drift off of frequency. The hold controls will be able to bring the pix back into sync for a moment, but then it will start to drift again.

13. Check for signal at input to first sync tube.

TROUBLES OCCURRING IN THE VERTICAL SWEEP CIRCUIT OF A COLOR RECEIVER FOLLOW THE SAME TROUBLES THAT OCCUR IN THE VERTICAL CIRCUIT OF A BLACK AND WHITE RECEIVER. ONE OF THE DIFFERENCES IS THAT THE VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER MUST PROVIDE A SIGNAL TO GO TO THE VERTICAL CONVERGENCE CIRCUIT. WITH THIS TYPE OF A TROUBLE, A THIN HORIZONTAL LINE WILL BE PRESENT ON THE COLOR CRT.

1. Troubles occurring in the vertical sweep circuit of a color receiver follow the same troubles that occur in the vertical circuit of a black and white receiver. One of the differences is that the vertical output transformer must provide a signal to go to the vertical convergence circuit. With this type of a trouble, a thin horizontal line will be present on the color CRT.

2. Place scope at grid of vertical output tube.

3. If no signal at this point, check osc. circuit.

4. May have open plate circuit or grid circuit in osc.

5. If signal is present at grid of output tube, put scope at plate.

6. If no signal at plate, check for open circuit in plate and cathode.

7. May have open in B+ line to tube plate.

8. Plate line goes to the convergence circuits.

9. Check for open resistor in convergence circuit.

10. Blue, Red, and Green tilt controls are in this line.

11. If signal present at plate, check secondary of output Xfmr for open.

12. If Xfmr okay, check vertical yoke for open.

13. If yoke is plug in type, check plug connection.

14. If no signal at plate, check for open circuit in plate and cathode.

May have open in B+ line to tube plate.

TROUBLE

TELEVISION SHOOTER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Replace the vertical osc and output tubes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Check the signal at the input and output of vertical output tube.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Should have large amplification of signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>If poor amp noticed check for signal on cathode and screen grid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Should be a small parabolic. If sawtooth, check bypass cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>If correct signal on cathode and screen, check resistors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>May have increase in cathode resistor or screen resistor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Check for correct plate voltage, if low, check plate circuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Plate line goes to vertical convergence controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Check vertical convergence circuit for change in resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>If input to output tube seems small, check osc circuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>If output of vertical output tube okay, check output Xfmr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>If Xfmr checks normal, check vertical yoke.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Symptom: Not Enough Height**

*Trouble:*

*Television troubleshooting guide*

*Circuit Diagram*
1. If hold control will not lock in one pix, replace vert osc tube.

2. Remove set and check value of hold control.

3. If hold control normal, check resistor in series with hold control.

4. If this checks normal, replace coupling capacitor at grid of osc.

5. If set still off frequency, replace osc transformer.

6. If a blocking oscillator is not used, check all grid resistors.

7. Check all resistors in plate circuits.

8. Replace all capacitors at grid of osc tube.

9. Replace all capacitors at plates of oscillator tube.

10. Continue to check parts in oscillator circuits.

11. Trouble must be in the oscillator circuit.

12. Continue check parts in oscillator circuits.

13. Check all capacitors at plates of oscillator tube.

14. Check all capacitors at grid of osc tube.

DIGEST (A) THE VERTICAL CIRCUIT IN A COLOR TELEVISION SET IS SIMILAR TO THE VERTICAL CIRCUIT OF A BLACK AND WHITE TV. ONE OF THE DIFFERENCES IS THAT IN THE OUTPUT OF VERTICAL SWEEP OF COLOR SET, SOME OF THE SIGNAL IS APPLIED TO THE CONVERGENCE CIRCUITS. HOWEVER, THE VERTICAL OSCILLATOR IS THE SAME FOR BOTH TYPE SETS. IF THE OSCILLATOR IS OFF FREQUENCY, THE TROUBLE WILL BE LIMITED TO THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.

DIGEST (B) IF ANY OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE OSCILLATOR CHANGE VALUE, THE HOLD CONTROL CAN BE ADJUSTED TO COMPENSATE FOR THESE CHANGES. HOWEVER, SHOULD THESE CHANGES CONTINUE, THE HOLD WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BRING THE PICTURE IN TO THE CORRECT FREQUENCY. THIS TYPE OF TROUBLE IS CAUSED BY THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT AND TROUBLE SHOOTING SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO THIS STAGE.

VERTICAL OFF FREQUENCY

SYMPTOM

TROUBLE

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

NTRL WHITTIER, CALIF. U.S.A.
Check to see if a separate tube is used for vertical sync.

If one is used replace it. Also replace sync tubes.

In a circuit that uses a vert sync tube, check plate voltage.

If voltage present, check for open cap to grid of tube.

Use scope to check for output signal. If none present, check input.

If output present, check for shorted integrator capacitor.

If a printed circuit is used, replace it.

With loss of vertical sync, the horizontal sync will be normal. The vertical hold control will be able to momentarily hold the picture on the screen, but it will not remain for long if the hold control is released. The color will roll as the picture rolls. This trouble is usually a simple one as it must be occurring from some point between the sync take off and the grid circuit of the vertical osc.

If voltage present, check for open cap to grid of tube.

Use scope to check for output signal. If none present, check input.

If output present, check for shorted integrator capacitor.

If a printed circuit is used, replace it.

If the vertical circuit does not use a vert sync tube, check below.

Turn down brightness control and remove vert osc.

Check for signal at grid of osc, if small or not present, check integrator.

May have shorted capacitor or open resistor.

If integrator printed circuit, replace entire circuit.

If horizontal is poor on hold, then check for trouble in sync circuit.
1. Adjust the black and white controls.

2. Replace the vertical oscillator and output tubes.

3. Place scope at grid of vertical output tube.

4. If sawtooth normal at this point, trouble must be in output stage.

5. If signal poor at grid of output, check oscillator circuit.

6. Trouble probably in sweep capacitor changing value.

7. With normal signal at grid of output, take L and R checks of output tube.

8. When initially setting up a color set, the black and white adjustments must be made before the color adjustments, otherwise the convergence will be upset after it has been adjusted.

9. Check for open capacitor in plate circuit below output transformer.

10. If all parts are okay, replace output transformer.

11. If trouble still present, replace yoke.

12. After vertical linearity trouble is cleared, check convergence.

13. Reconverge if necessary.

14. Cathode circuit of output may have shorted capacitor.

**POOR VERTICAL LINEARITY**

**Symptom**

**Trouble**

**Television**

**Circuit Diagram**
Adjust setting of height and vert. linearity controls.

If they do not help, return to original setting.

Replace the vertical osc and output tubes.

Check input to vert output tube with scope.

If sawtooth is flat at top, trouble is in vertical oscillator.

Replace coupling capacitor and sawtooth charging capacitor.

If trouble still present, check peaking resistor.

If the picture has vertical foldover at the bottom of the screen, it could be because of misadjustment of the vertical height or linearity control. However before touching these controls it is always a good idea to check their setting and mark it with a pencil. Otherwise, if the trouble is found to be a tube etc. it might cause mis-convergence and result in complete re-convergence.

When the sawtooth applied to the deflection coils is not linear, the scanning beam might cover the same lines again and again. This trouble, foldover, is caused by poor linearity, and an oscilloscope can help pinpoint the defective stage. If the foldover is at the top of the screen, then the trouble is most likely in the output transformer or vertical yoke.

Check cathode resistors, and bypass capacitor for short.

Check screen grid resistor and any res in plate line for change.

If filter cap is in plate line, check for open.

If foldover at top, check damping resistors across yoke.

Replace output transformer.

Replace yoke.
1. With loss of horizontal sync the bars across the screen will have color present if a color program is on the air, or black and white bars if no color program is present. This trouble is caused by the AFC network feeding the correction voltage to the horizontal oscillator. If the vertical circuit is stable, then the trouble must be the AFC.

2. If pix is present for a moment but goes off, trouble is in AFC.

3. If pix will not appear even for a moment, trouble is in hor osc.

4. If trouble in horizontal oscillator, check chart for off freq. trouble.

5. With AFC trouble, replace any tube in AFC circuit.

6. Use scope to check for correct wave shapes at AFC tube.

7. If wave shapes missing, check for open or short.

8. In order for the horizontal oscillator to remain stable, it is necessary to have a special AFC circuit in order to correct for the normal drift in the oscillator. If this circuit is not working correctly then the horizontal oscillator will go off frequency.

9. Check for correct sync pulses feeding AFC circuit.

10. If all voltages check okay, take resistance check of AFC.

11. Replace all capacitors in AFC circuit.

12. Some receivers use crystals as AFC diodes. If so, replace.

13. 

14. 

DIGEST (A)

DIGEST (B)
1. Adjust the hold, frequency and lock controls.

2. If picture appears for a moment, trouble in AFC circuit.

3. If picture will not come in with controls, trouble in Hor Osc circuit.

4. Replace Hor oscillator and any AFC tubes.

5. After replacing tubes, try controls again.

6. Check all voltages at plate, grid, and cathode of oscillator.

7. If plate voltage low, check B plus circuit feeding plate.

8. Check all resistors in osc circuit.

9. Look for a change in value of grid resistor.

10. Replace all capacitors in osc circuit, especially grid capacitor.

11. If all parts of the osc check normal, bridge filter cap in B plus.

12. If trouble still present replace Hor osc transformer.

13. If trouble still present replace Hor Osc transformer.

14. 

WITH THE TROUBLE ON THE SCREEN, AND A COLOR PROGRAM ON THE AIR, COLOR BARS WILL BE SEEN ON THE SCREEN. IF A BLACK AND WHITE PROGRAM IS ON THE AIR, THEN ONLY BLACK AND WHITE BARS WILL BE SEEN. THIS TROUBLE IS IN THE HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT, AND CAN BE CAUSED BY ANY PART ASSOCIATED WITH THE OSC.

WHEN THE PICTURE IS OUT OF HORIZONTAL FREQUENCY, THE CONTROLS THAT WILL BRING THE PICTURE BACK ARE THE HORIZONTAL HOLD, FREQUENCY, AND LOCK CONTROLS. IF ADJUSTMENTS OF THESE CONTROLS DO NOT BRING THE PICTURE INTO SYNCHRONIZATION, THEN IT IS NECESSARY TO CHECK INTO THE HORIZ OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT.
DIGEST (A)

1. Adjust the width and horizontal drive controls.

2. Replace the horizontal oscillator, output, damper, and HV rectifier tubes.

3. Check HV and try to adjust to correct amount.

4. Check the low voltage. If lower than normal, check rectifier circuit.

5. Measure peak to peak with scope at horizontal output grid.

6. If low at grid, check oscillator circuit for low output.

7. If normal at grid of output, take E and R measurements of output stage.

8. Not Enough Width

DIGEST (B)

ALL OF THE BLACK AND WHITE ADJUSTMENTS MUST BE MADE FIRST BEFORE ANY COLOR ADJUSTMENTS CAN BE MADE; OTHERWISE, AFTER COLOR ADJUSTMENTS ARE MADE YOU WILL THROW THEM OUT AGAIN BY CHANGING THE WIDTH OR HEIGHT. WITH WIDTH PROBLEMS FIND THE TROUBLE FIRST BY CHANGING THE TUBES AND RUNNING THE NORMAL CHECKS FOR POOR WIDTH. AFTER THE TROUBLE IS FOUND, CHECK THE COLOR ADJUSTMENTS.

9. Check damper circuit for correct boost voltage.

10. If boost voltage low, check damper circuit.

11. Remember that boost may be low due to poor signal from output.

12. If damper and output stage appear okay, replace flyback.

13. If flyback okay, replace yoke.

14. Check convergence and adjust if necessary.
1. If tubes are used as rectifiers, replace.
2. If seleniums are used, measure output of seleniums.
3. Output voltage for color sets is around 375vdc.
4. If output low, substitute filter capacitor.
5. Check filter choke for increase.
6. Measure voltage across negative part of power supply.
7. If large neg voltage, check for change in resistors in power supply.
8. If output of power supply is normal, check damper.
9. If output of damper low, replace the following tubes.
10. Hor osc and output, and damper tube.
11. Check capacitors in cathode of damper.
12. If trouble still present, check chart for not enough width.
13. May have a defective yoke. Try replacement.
14. NTRL WHITTIER, CALIF. U.S.A.
DIGEST (A)

1. Check to see if the filaments of the CRT are lit.
2. If not lit, check wiring to filament and filament itself for an open.
3. If filament open, try to solder filament pins since open may be there.
4. If CRT filaments lit, measure HV with high voltage prob.
5. If high voltage normal, check voltages applied to CRT screens and cathodes.
6. If high voltage, replace HV rect, damper, hor osc, and hot output tubes.
7. Check for sawtooth at input to hot output tube.

With no raster present the trouble could be in the CRT itself or in the high voltage circuit. One of the first things to do with this is to determine if there is any high voltage. If high voltage is present, then the trouble could well be the CRT.

DIGEST (B)

8. If no signal at grid, troubleshoot hor osc circuit.
9. With signal at grid, check for arc at plate of output tube.
10. With no arc at plate, troubleshoot output stage.
11. Check flyback transformer for open. May also have short in circuit using flyback.
12. Disconnect all circuits tied to flyback. Check damper circuit for short.
13. If arc at output plate, may have trouble in HV rect or regulator.
14. Check HV filter capacitors for short, or resistor in series with HV for open.

No raster, sound okay.

 symptom

Trouble

Television

Circuit diagram

NTRL Whittier, Calif., U.S.A.
Turn set on and check to see if tubes are lit.

If none of the tubes light, check the following:

Blown fuse, break in ac line cord, or a defective on off switch.

If all appear normal, check primary of power transformer for open.

If fuse is blown, try replacement. If it blows, there is short in power supply.

If tubes light, replace rectifier tube.

Watch rectifier closely as you switch set on. If tube arcs, there is short in B plus.

If there is no sound and there is no raster, the trouble must be either in the power supply circuit, or in the AC line input to the power supply. In any case it is easy to localize to one or the other. Be sure that the on off switch is in the on position.

No raster or sound

Symptom

Trouble

No raster

Trouble shooter

Circuit diagram

If the AC line into the power supply is broken, none of the tubes will be lit and there will be no AC power to the set. If the tubes are lit then the AC line must be intact, and the trouble would then be in the power supply itself. We are speaking of the low voltage power supply since, if the high voltage supply only were bad, we would still have sound.

Remove rectifier tube and check ohms from cathode to ground.

If below 20k there is short in B plus line.

Check input and output filter capacitors for short.

Follow B plus line from cathode of rectifier with ohm meter.

Disconnect lead from B plus line checking for short to clear.

If short clears as you remove a lead, check lead circuit for short.
1. Be sure that set is being operated in a dark room.

2. Too much light falling on the screen will make picture washed out.

3. Check high voltage for correct amount.

4. If high voltage is low, try to adjust to normal.

5. If HV still low, replace all tubes in HV and horizontal circuits.

6. Check for sufficient signal at input of horizontal output tube.

7. If low input, check horizontal oscillator circuit.

8. When the brightness control is adjusted the picture should get bright to a point where it is too bright. With this trouble of low brightness, advancing the control will not increase the screen brightness enough. In black and white picture tubes, this would mean that the picture tube might be getting weak, but in a color receiver, the picture tube contains three guns and it is most unlikely that all three will go bad at the same time.

9. Check for sufficient signal at input of horizontal output tube.

10. If input to output tube good, check chart on blooming.

11. With normal HV, trouble is in CRT.

12. Check voltages applied to base of CRT.

13. B plus may be low. If so, check power supply.

14. If voltage to all cathodes of CRT is low, check brightness circuit.

There are two possible causes of this type of trouble. One is the high voltage system that might not be producing enough high voltage, and the other possibility is that the brightness control circuit is defective. This circuit is common to all guns of the picture tube, and if it is not functioning correctly then all guns will be affected.

Low Brightness

Symptom

Trouble
Replace all sound tubes.

Check the bias on the audio output tube.

Coupling capacitor to grid may be leaking.

Be sure that the speaker voice coil is not rubbing.

To check this push gently on cone at various points.

Check voltages at 1st audio amplifier.

This tube operates with small bias, around 1V.

When the sound is distorted, the trouble is limited to the sound circuit of the color receiver. The troubleshooting procedure to follow is the same as for distorted sound in any FM system. Of course a close check should be made to be sure that the picture is of good quality, otherwise the AGC might be at fault.

It is always a good idea to try and isolate the cause of this trouble to either the audio circuits or the RF circuit. In most cases a change in bias in the audio output stage is the likeliest cause, although alignment could also cause this trouble.

If audio stage appears normal check alignment.

Connect gen to grid of last IF tube.

Feed in 4.5 mc with 1 mc sweep. Set marker at 4.5 mc.

Place scope at high side of volume control.

Should observe "S" curve with marker at center.

If marker off center, adjust detector, xfmr until marker at center.
1. Replace all sound tubes.
2. Place finger at center tap of volume control, with control at max.
3. A buzz should be heard in the speaker. If no buzz, trouble in audio.
4. Feed signal into audio output grid. If no tone, troubleshoot first audio stage.
5. If tone at output grid, troubleshoot first audio amp.
6. If a buzz is heard at volume control, entire audio okay.
7. Connect gen at grid of last IF tube. Feed in 4.5 mc signal.
8. IN COLOR RECEIVERS, THE SOUND IS TAKEN OFF JUST BEFORE THE VIDEO DETECTOR, SO THAT THE BEAT NOTE BETWEEN THE COLOR SIDE-BANDS AND THE SOUND DOES NOT APPEAR ON THE SCREEN. THE SOUND IF HOWEVER IS STILL 4.5 MC. THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY A SOUND DETECTOR CRYSTAL THAT DETECTS THE VIDEO AND SOUND TO PRODUCE THE 4.5MC BEAT THAT IS USED FOR THE SOUND IF.
9. Vary frequency of gen slightly above and below 4.5mc. A tone should be heard.
10. If no tone when doing this, troubleshoot detector stage.
11. Remember, FM detectors do not require B+ plus. They operate on signal.
12. Continue to move gen back until point of no tone, then troubleshoot.
13. If a tone is heard at grid of last IF, move gen back one stage.
14. NO SOUND. PIX OK.
SYMPTOM
TROUBLE
TELEVEU
DIGEST (A)
DIGEST (B)
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM